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ROSWELL,

VOLUME 6.
strict enforcement of that law, and
the Republican party has been ex
plaining year after year why it was
impossible to enforce it. Instead of
being a "wholesome instrument for
good," it has been almost useless, so
far as the protection of the public is
concerned, for the trusts have grown
in number, in strength, and in arrogance, at the very time when the Re
publican party was boasting of its
enforcement of the law. The steel
trust was formed immediately after
of 1900, and a promiDEMOCRATIC
GATHERING THIS the election
nent Republican said, in a speech
MORNING
HEARS SOME
soon after, that it might have preGOOD SPEECHES.
vented a Republican victory if it had
been formed before the election.
Most of the trusts have never been
disturbed, and those that have been
prosecuted have not had their busiBRYAN TALKS OF TRUSTS ness seriously interrupted. The President has done something toward the
enforcement of the .law, but not nearly enough, and the Republican leaders have thwarted him at every point.
so ex
The Great Commoner Delivers a Mag- - Finally the President becamecongress
that he sent to
niflficent Eposition of the Trust aasperated
message which shocked Republican
Question and Shows the Complete
Failure of the Republican Party to leaders by the fierceness of its denunciation of the predatory interests.
Control the Predatory Interests.
The very convention that spoke in
its platform of the administration as
"a wise and fearless one," was composed largely of the senators and
Indianapolis, Ind., Aug. 25. John members of congress who boldly opW. Kern, Democratic
candidate for posed every effort to free the people
Vice President, was notified formally from the clutches of the favor-seetoday of his nomination. The meet- ing corporations.
The Republican platform says that
ing was held in the elaborately decorated coliseum at the state fair experience has shownt that the effect
law could
grounds, and was attended by many iveness of the
which
thousands of people, regardless of be strengthened by amendments
will give the federal government
party. The weather was ideal.
Traction lines and fourteen rail- greater supervision and control over,
greater publicity as to, the manroads brought the people on regular and
and special trains. Five hundred cars agement of those interstate commerce
transported the crowd from the city corporations which have the power
to the fair grounds and back. Mr. and opportunities to affect monopo
Bryan and other speakers, members lies. That is all. No pointing out of
committee and remedies; no outlining of a plan for
of the notification
members of the national committee, more effective legislation simply no-a
headed by Chairman Mack, arrived general statement that promises
And Mr. Taft's
last night, and on an early morning thing in particular.
speech of acceptance Is even weaker
trains.
Thomas Taggart, national commit- than the platform. He gives no eviteeman from Indiana, who had been dence of having studied the question
selected to call the meeting to order, or of comprehending the iniquities
Immediately handed the gavel to Na- of a monopoly. You look in vain in
tional Chairman Mack, who introduc- his notification speech for any sign
ed Theodore A. Bell, of California, of indignation at what the trusts
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NO ARREST

MADE YET
Sunday's Kansas City Star.
The status of the Buckner slugging
case is still just this there probably
will be an arrest soon. Peculiar conditions make it expedient, the prosecut
ing attorney believes, to wait until
the passing crisis In Mrs. William A
Johnson's condition. Mrs. Johnson's
skull was fractured by a blow while
she was asleep in her bedroom early
Thursday morning.
The Buckner men who telephoned
Isaac B. Kimbrell, the prosecutor,
yesterday afternoon to go there immediately believed they had enough
facts in hand to justify an Immediate
arrest. Martin Roos, chief deputy
marshal, accompanied the prosecutor,
ready to act. The- prosecutor, the dep
uty marshal and the half dozen Buck
ner residents held a long conference
in the bank of Buckner at which all
evidence, old and new, was gone over.
A multiplication of the Indirect evi
dence on which the prosecutor had
based his theories was what he gain
ed by the conference. After it he went
once more to the Johnson home, inquired about the condition of the in
jured woman and had Mr. Johnson
repeat his story of what happened on
Thursday morning. He told precisely
the same story told before.

one mile farther east to a farm own
ed by a .Mr. Sloan. There he asked
for work and was kept until night
fall. From there he followed the railroad track east. The tracks run within 150 yeards of the Johnson home,
and it is thought by a few that this
man was the one who attempted to
murder Mrs. Johnson.
The majority of persons in and
about Buckner, however, think that
they know who the assailant is and
give circumstantial evidence to back
their judgment. Prosecuting Attorney
I. B. Kimbrell, who has spent two
days investigating the case, also
holds that the blow was not struck
by one who was unacquainted with
the Johnson home, and his
is
the same as the one which has always been advanced by those who
were acquainted with the Johnson
family. Mr. Kimbrell believes that
money was the motive of the crime.
Though two days have been spent
in investigation
by the prosecutor
and other county officials, there is
no likelihood of an arrest just yet.
Mr. Kimbrell said last night that all

of Woman in Case.
The Kansas, uity journal of Sun
day contained a long article on the
Johnson case, part of which follows:
The latest theory as to the circum
stances which surround the crime is
that a certain person who was seen
loitering about Lake City, a small
village seven miles west of the John
son farm, Wednesday, was hived by
a woman to kill Mrs. Johnson.
It is said that though this woman
did not know Mrs. Johnson, she was
well acquainted
with the husband,
who visited her when .he was in Kansas City. The idea is that this Kansas
City woman found Mrs. Johnson to
be a stumbling block and contrived
to have her put outof the- - way. To
accomplish her purpose it Is thought
that she hired this man who was seen
in Lake City to do, the deed.
What strengthens "the'suBpicion Js
the' fact that a Kansas City woman,
with whom Mr. Johnson is said to be
well acquainted, telephoned tto Buck
ner on Thursday morning' and asked
concerning Mrs. Johnson. This was
before the assault had become gen
erally known in Kansas City.
The man upon whom the suspicion
of some rests was seen in Lake City
about noon on Wednesday. Two hours
later he stopped at a farm house be
longing to B. Neal, two miles east of
Lake City. There he asked for work,
and none being given him, he walked
--
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BROKERS
All classes of legal and notary work.
13xpert accountants. Typewriting &
Stenography. All sorts of money to
loan. Property all over the city for
sale, rent or exchange. The only labor agency in the Pecoa Valley. Can
get yon anything yoa want, or tell
you anything yoa want to know.

Ask Parsons lie Knows
the evidence which his office had against the person who he believes
committed the crime was purely cir
-

cumstantial.

.

Among .the many questions which
the protecutor has asked persons who
are connected with the Johnson family, those regarding the domestic relations of the Johnson family remained unanswered.
When Mrs. Edgar
Hilt, who was reared in the Johnson
home, was asked concerning the domestic relations of the family she answered: "I would rather not say anything, about that. It can do no good."
Many others advance the same reasons for their silence.

have been doing or for evidence of
zeal in their prosecution. He has, for
several years, been the intimate official companion of the President, but
he has caught none of the fire which
mesthe President manifested In his
'
sage of .last. January.
WANTED
'
'
If, in the presence of ah "aroused
200;Viiood- able bodied men between
people, and in the heat of a campaign,
the Republican party contents itself
the age of 18 and 45 years to join the
with a colorless platform on this subModern
Woodmen of America as Char
ject, what can we expect in the way
-ter
members.
exigencies
of
of activity when the
P. P. Greiner, Dist. Deputy.
the campaign are passed? If, wheu
Mr. Taft is appealing to the RooseJ. L. Gibbany, Asst. Deputy.
velt Republicans, his discussion of
Room 14, Garst Building.
the subject is so lifeless and his manner so apologetic and apathetic, what
DEATH OF PERSONS
reason have we to expect either vigQF NATIONAL REPUTE.
or in the enforcement of the law or,
Morristown, L. I., Aug. 25. Commaearnestness in the search for addi
nder Roscoe Spear, U. S. Navy, died
tional remedies?
at his home near here yesterday after
In his speech delivered about a
suffering for ten years with a disease
yearf ago announcing his candidacy
With a contracted while serving in the PhilMr. Taft suggested that the present the position of Jefferson.
law be so amended as to permit "rea- knowledge of human nature which ippines during the Spanish war.
sonable" restraint of trade. Such an few men have equalled and none surSt. Louis Financier Is Dead.
amendment would be as absurd as passed, and with extraordinary foreLouis, Aug. 25. J. C. Van Blar-coSt.
opposight,
he expressed unalterable
an amendment to the law again3t bur
president of the National Bank
every
to
monop
form of private
glary limiting the law to cases in sition
of Commerce of St. Louis, and one of
which more than two burglars enter- oly. The student of history will find the
best known financiers of the mided the house at one time or took that upon this subject, as upon other dle west, died today at his summer
the great home in the Adirondacks near Old
more than half they found. In his ao; subjects of government,
rounder of the Democratic party took
tifiofiation speech he suggests
speeoh he suggests nation-woul- his position upon the side of the whole Forge, N. Y., of bright's disease.
make conditions worse because people and against those who seek Funeral German Ambassador Friday
Delberg, Germany, Aug. 25. It was
without adding to the power of con- to make a private use of the governgress to prevent monopolies it would ment, or strive to secure special priv- announced today that the funeral serdeprive the states of the power to ileges at the expense of the public. vice and the burial of the late Baron
vention, has another Temedy. It protect
I have. In discussing
the tariff Speck Von Sternberg, will be held
legistheir own people.
to
degree
large
a
in
would be
question,
presented one of our rem- at Lutzchona, the family estate near
money
which
me
Demo
contrast
the
Now,
of
streams
let
late out the
edies,
namely
of the tar- Lelpsic next Friday.
cratic platform with the Republican iff from importsthe removal
under the present system are flowing
compete with
from every home in the land and emp- platform. 'Nowhere is the difference trust made goods.which
This, we believe,
I in the temper of the parties more
To Whom It May Concern.
tying Into the coffers of the trusts.
greatly lessen the extortion
shipments consist of cream onMy
will not at this time discuss the sev- noticeable; nowhere is the difference would
nation- In the method of dealing with ques practiced by the trusts and bring
eral planks of the Democratic platform
- ly, and I Pasteurize it, which is the
the
dissolution
manv
of
monoDplatform
way you can get the absolutely
tions more manifest. Our
al platform. I endorse the my
olistio combines. But we are not sat only
best says :
pure article. Pasteurizing kill all disin H Its parts and pledge
merely
isfied
with
lessening
of
the
reease germs. Very respectfully,
endeavors towards securing the
A private monopoly is indefensi
(Continued on Page Two.)
H. P. HOBSON.
forms to which our party is by its ble and intolerable. We therefore fa
terms committed.
vor the vigorous enforcement of the
Thos. Marshall, Democratic candi- criminal law against guilty trust magfollow- nates and officials, and demand the
date for Governor of Indiana, Bryan's
and William J.
Kern,
Mr.
ed
enactment of such additional legislar speech on trusts followed Marshall.
tion as may be necessary to make Jt
impossible for a private monopoly
Mr. Bryan's Address.
States. Among
Nowhere does the Republican party to exist in the United
remedies, we specify
show its indifference to real reform the additional
First, a law preventing a du
more than in Its treatment of the- three:
plication of directors among compet
trust question. Here is the Republi-- ing
corporations:
second, a license
can platform:
Q ad for yourself, follow suit or trump,
party passed system which will, without abridging
"The Republican
cor
to
create
state
right
of
each
the
anti-truover
the
law
Lump"
coal is
O
the Sherman
best,
porations; or its right to regulate as
Democratic opposition and enforced it
doing
corporations
bu
foreign
will
ee for yourself wherein we boast,
after Democratic dereliction. It has siness
within its limits, make it nee
for
been a wholesome instrument fearW
to us the trade comes most;
hy
essary for a manufacturing or tradgood In the hands of a wise and
engaged
corporation
ing
in
Interstate
experience
But
C very $ saved is another $ made,
less administration.
can commerce to take out a federal license
has shown that its effectiveness
conto
permitted
be
before
it
shall
objects
L
us prove it, give us your
be strengthened and its real
per cent
trol as much as twenty-fivbetter attained by such amendments
us talk this over with you,
L
a win eive to the federal govern of the product in wbioh it deals, the
license to protect the public from
ment greater supervision and control watered
stock and to prohibit the
and secure greater publicity in.
G oing to others is no way to do;
by
such corporation "of more
control
corof
management
class
of
that
the
am
per
fifty
cent
of
total
than
the
comengaged
interstate
In
buying if you
A
true,
porations
consumed in the
merce, having power and opportunity ount of any product
United States; and, third, a law com
end back
coal, we refund money to you;
to affect monopolies.' t
law was pelling such licensed corporations to
The Sherman
sell to all purchasers in all parts of
passed 1 years ago; It has a criminal the
country on the same terms, after
C all us over the phone any day,
a penitentiary
clause which provides wno
conspire making due allowance for cost of
ramtahment. for those
away.
be sent
rder your coal
together In restraint of trade. Ever transportation.
statement
Here is a plain, candid
the law. with
since the enactment ofyears,
the Re- of the party's position. There is no
the exception of four
publican party has controlled the ex- - quibbling, no evasion, no ambiguity.
ecutive department of the govern- A private monopoly Is Indefensible
intolerable, ft Is bad 'bad In
..jnent, and. during two years or tne and
"Swet the Ccal Mmu'
principle, and bad In practice. No
four, it .controlled the house of
Instead of Democratic apology can be Offered for it, and no
--.dereliction,
the Democratic party has people should endure it. Our .party's
been urging, year after Tear, tne position is entirely in harmony with
who formally notified Mr. Kern of his
nomination. Kern, in his speech of
acceptance,
devoted some time to
the question. "Shall the People Rule,"
deplored what he claimed is excessive
power in the hands of the speaker of
the house of representatives, and denied that the people have ruled, be- -'
cause their will has not been given
effect. He cited the demand for a reduction of the tariff on white paper
and wood pulp and the failure of the
Babcock tariff bill. Kern charged that
there is a power within the Republican party which is determined that
the people shall not rule, which power has manifested itself whenver an
effort was made to check the destructive work of unlawful combinations,
reduce the tariff or equalize the bur-- J
dens of the people by legislation. The
party, he said, would
Democratic
draw a sharp line between lawful
business, lawfully conducted, and unlawful business.
The President rails against swollen fortunes," he said, "as menaces
to the public welfare and as promotive of evils which eat at the hearts
of society. But the convention of his
party was, silent upon this question,
while the fortunes allied as they are
the Rewith the dominant force of generous
publican party are giving
support to the Republican ticket.
"The Democratic party, while favoring some reform measures repudiated by the Republican national con-
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the building has been 'fitted up ennew furnishings, furni-- .
ture, linen, dishes, etc.
A sufficient guarantee of the success of Mrs. Davidson in this new
venture is that she is experienced in
the hotel and boarding house business in the Pecos Valley and has many "friends in Roswell. For the past"
fifteen years sae has been engaged
in the hotel and boarding house. line
at Roswell, Hagerman, Artesia and
Carlsbad, and recently has been in
charge of one of the leading hotels
of Santa Fe.
The rates at the new house will
be $7.00 a week for table board and
$3.50 a week for rooms, making $10.50
a week for regular boarders and
roomers. Transients will be served
meals at 60c.

tirely with

o

To the Board of Control,
Federated Charities Roswell.

Caldwell to Wire Elk Building.
C. C- Caldwell, as manager for Bernard Gunsul, has closed the contract
I enclose herewith $
to do the wiring on the new Elk building. He has also closed contracts to
for membership fee and agree
wire the new houses of D. P. Greiner
'
and J. H. Mullis, and has just finish
per month,
to pay $
ed wiring the new addition to the
Cooper boarding house on North Richbeginning Oct. 1, 190S.
ardson avepue. 'Mr. Caldwell has been
in charge of Mr. Gunsul's business
since the latter went to the hospital
with fever some weeks ago.r and will
remain in charge, until Mr. Gunsul's
return from a trip to Albuquerque,
Cut this out and send it to Miss wnich ne plans to take soon.
Nell R. Moore, Secretary, or J. J. Jaffa, Treasurer. Do it now.
Missionary Meeting Tonight.
o
The Woman's Home Missionary
Boel'ner, tne J eweier. nas it cheaper Society will render the following program tonight at the Methodist Epis
copal church, corner of Fifth and
FIRE DOES MUCH
DAMAGE AT OMAHA. Kentucky:
Organ voluntary, Mrs. McKay.
Omaha, Neb., Aug. 25. Damage apHymn.
proximating $100,000 was caused by
Devotional, Mrs. King.
a fire that started in the coal shutes
Vocal solo, Mrs. Mullane.
of the Omaha Wagon Works at East
Summary of year's work by secre
Omaha this morning. The loss to the
wagon works is $50,000 and the Platte tary of society.
Selection by double male quartet.
Omaha Saddle Tree Company about
Reading by Miss Mason.
$20,000. The big plant of the Carter
"Barrels," Mrs. Fisher.
White Lead works caught fire but was
Reading, selected.
saved with slight loss.
"The Future of Our Work." Mrs.
Frager.
UNION PACIFIC GUARDS
Vocal solo, Mrs. 'Mullane.
AGAINST TRAIN ROBBERS.
Free will offering.
Omaha, Neb., Aug. 25. The Union
Seleption double male quartet.
Pacific has again placed extra guards
Benediction.
on its overland trains for protection
All are cordially invited to attend.
in the event of attempted hold ups.
Several reports of train robberies- in
the northwest is said to be the cause AMERICANS HAVE BIG
TIME IN AUSTRALIA.
of the protection.
Sidney, Australia, Aug. 25. A avm- pana was held at the Royal Agricultural Society show grounds today and
the athletic events brought out big
WE HAVE TURNED
crowds. The program began at eleven
THE STORE OVER
o clock m the morning and the conTo the ladies of the Pres- tests did not come to an end until 4
byterian church. They will
this afternoon. In addition to the milihave absolute charge of our
tary and naval sports, there were
place and will conduct a big
speechmaking, jumping and boomersale SATURDAY, AUG. 29.
ang throwing contest; sheep dog trials
Ingersoll Book, Stationery &
etc. The men enjoyed the dav- thor
Art Company.
oughly. In the tug of war, the team
from the British warships defeated
the American sailors. In the 300 yard
o
toot race a British sailor was first
CLOUDBURST HITS BISBEE,
and the Americans second and third.
DAMAGE IS $25,000. The Americans won one base
ball
BIsbee, Ariz., Aug. 25. For the ?ame and were defeated in another.
third time in three weeks, BIsbee was The
light weight boxing championyesterday visited by a cloudburst. ship of the fleet resulted
in
The damage is estimated at $25,000. round draw between Lynch ofantheeight
Bat
a
subway
at the head tleship Ohio and Melloy, of the MisThe bursting of
of Main street caused the greatest souri. In the course of the afternoon
damage. When it burst a wall of wat- thousands of people visited the bater, six feet deep, swept down the tleships. It rained hard all afternoon
street, carrying everything before it. but not sufficient to deter the excur
A number of houses had their founda- sionists. The commonwealth tonight
tions weakened. The Grand Hotel Is entertained 2,000 American officers
condemned and the guests have mov- and sailors at theatre parties.
ed out. The town is now without fire
protection.
-
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HE TOOK LAW
INTO HIS OWN HANDS.
Marion Carter was yesterday after-

CLAIM

noon bound over to the grand jury
by

Justice A. J. Welter after a hear-

ing on the charge of flourishing a
deadly weapon. His bond was fixed
at $300 and has not been secured.
It is stated that Carter applied for
a Search warrant before Justice Welter Saturday evening and, failing to
get the necessary paper on account
of the press of other matters that required all the time of the justice, he
went to the house of Mrs. Howe, east
of the railroad, and, flourishing a revolver, searched Harry Kane, R. R.
Corbett, G. W. Harris and J. H. Hig- ham, roomers at the Howe house, for
some small change that he thought
they had taken from a trunk belonging to Mrs. Howe. The house Is the
old building recently moved from the
Elk lots to a lot east of the railroad
on Third street and used as a hall
by the labor union. Mrs. Howe sold
her interest In the place Saturday
and left Sunday morning for points
north.

trade;

anti-trus-
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HERE IS YOUR CHANCE
TO GIVE TO CHARITY.
The Board of Control of the Federated Charities of Roswell has devised
a plan to secure members and money
for the care of the city's poor. They
propose to publish a coupon which
may be filled out by any individual
and sent to the secretary or treasurer!
thereby becoming a member of the
organization, and can thus arrange
to contribute to the cause of charity
The admission fee to the association
can be fixed by the person joining
and the monthly dues can be decided
in the same way. "Any sum will be
acceptable. Following is the coupon
which should be filled out and sent

th-xr- y

-

New Theory

NUMBER 152

NEW BOARDING

HOUSE.

Ella Davidson Will Tomorrow
Open Up a Fashionable Boarding House in New Building at
116 N. Richardson Ave.
Mrs. Ella Davidson, who is well
known here and was formerly in the
hotel and rooming house business in
Roswell, has recently returned from
Santa Fe, and will immediately open
a fashionable rooming and boarding
houe in the new huilding at 116 N.
Richardson avenue, west of the Roswell Automobile Garage. The new
boarding house, which will be the
most exclusive in the Southwest, will
be opened tomorrow (Aug. 26) at
noon for dinner. The building, completed a short time ago." has never
been occupied, and was especially designed for a boarding and rooming
house. ' There are twelve rooms and
Mrs.

Here Again Sept. First.

Dr. Hunsberger,

the well
known optical specialist of
Roswell, will return from his
summer vacation September
first. The doctor's capabilities
are too well known to need
comment, and his office, at
Zink's Jewelry Store, is one
of the best equipped in the
Southwest. Headache and ner- vous troubles relieved by cor- rectly fitted glasses.
UNITED MINE WORKERS
IN CONVENTION.
Helena, Mont., Aug. 25. The United Mine Workers of Montana and Wyoming are meeting here today to discuss the wage scale with the operators. No difficulty in affecting an amicable settlement is anticipated.
DR. PRESLasi :
ar,
joye,
ind throat. Glasses fitted; 'phone

130.

Katherine Audrain MacKay
PIANO AND VOICE

Stadio 407 N. Ky. Phone 632.
FALL TERfl BEGINS SEPT. 7th.
U. 8. WEATHER BUREAU.
(Local Report. Observation Taken av
6:00 a. m.)
Roswell, N. M., Aug. 25L Temperature. Max., 88; min., 64; mean, 76.
Precipitation, 00; wind S. E., velocity 2 miles; partly 'cloudy.
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
Fair tonight and Wednesday ; stationary temperature.
Comparative Tenoperature Data:
Extremes this date last year:
Max. 89; mtn., 65.
Extremes, this date, 14 years' record: Max. 96.
min. 63. 9T.
"

1899-190- 1;

'

ROSWELL DAILY RECORD KERN WAS
DEMOCRATIC IN POLITICS
C.

k.

MASON-

-

Baterea May

1, 1908,

Borvell, N. M.,

NOTIFIED

Manager
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QKORQE A. PUCKETT- -

Editor

mmdsr the Act of CongnM of March 8. 1879

(Continued from Page One.)
of
ISO extortion or. with the dissolution
Oaily. Ftt WMk
some of the trusts.
60o
Daily. Per Month
Because , the private monopoly is
60o indefensible and Intolerable, the demDaily, Per Month, (In Advance)
5.00 ocratic party favors its extermination.
Daily, On Yur (In Advance)
It pledges itself to the vigorous enforcement of the criminal, law against
OO
BBOOBD
PUBLISHING
SUNDAY
BT
PUBLISHED DAILY SXOXPT
trust magnates- - and officials. It Is Impossible for the republican party to
enforce tha present criminal law agMEMBER ASSOCIATED PRESS.
ainst trust of&cuals; these officials
are intimately connected with the reThe new, county chairman, Mr. publican party in the present campWhiteman, says he is a straight Dem- aign. Take, for instance, the chairman
ocrat, belonging to no . faction, and of the republican speaker's committhat he favors whatever the majority tee, Mr. Dupont of Delaware. He Is
of the Democratic voters want and the defendant in a, suit which the govstands ready to carry out so far as ernment brought and Is- now prosecpossible the will of the whole party. uting. Mr. Dupont
with violation of the
law. Why
The Democratic party of Chaves should he.be- - put on, the executive
county may well stand upon its rec- committee and - then be given conot the speaking, part of the camord in the administration of county trol
talk .to a republican leaaffairs.- Even the leading .Republican paign? If you
paper of the Territory, the Santa Fe der about- - penitentiary punishment
he- favors fining the corNew Mexican, admits that Chaves is for offenders,
on the ground that it is imthe best managed county In the Ter- porations
possible i to. convict Individuals, but
ritory.
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Mr. Bryan seems to be furnishing
a large portion of the campaign literature this year himself and it is
much better than the stuff usually
ground out by press bureaus. Mr.
Bryan puts a vitality and earnestness
Into everything he says that appeals
directly to the common sense of the
people who do the voting. .

rreatdeat of United State,
WILLIAM J. BRYAN.
Far Vie .President,
JOHN VT. KHRX.
Delegate t Vcmgrmm,
O. A. LARXAZOLO.
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Notice the ad. of the T. 3 Market
If the railroads get the best of Texas in the - fight for Increase of rates, in today's paper.
the-- ; other- states- might as well give
It up. for. Texas comes, nearer making Mrs. A. Withers came down, from
the railroads, obey- - the-- law than any Amarlllo last night.
other state in the union.
o
Will Prager left this morning for
-

xexico

.J.

KIPLING'S

CANDIES

ABE

I'

on. business.

.

o

left this 'morning on
at business trip north.
John R- - Joyce came up from Carls
bad this morning for a short business
A. Graham

visit.

.

pje, VMsscma and Good

Ripe Pears, Millhelser Orchard.
Choice Bartlett- - pears, ready for
canning. ,
62tf

Sometingnew

L.. B. Tannehill left this morning
on a three weeks trip to Kansas City
and various . points in Kansas and
Texasr.
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ARETHE BEST

Tom Lacy returned this morning
from a visit of four, or five weeks with
relatives- - in, Dallas- - and Comanche,
Texas.
The . T. X-- Market has . Installed a
new. coupon system, that, greatly benefits buyer and. seller, in . saving, time
ad. in
and disposition... Bead-th- eir
this issue.
....

.

.

...

Santa Fe and Return $17.75

-

A

Account Annual Meeting New Mexico Bar Association, August 31, September 1.
Tickets on sale Aug. 29, 30, 31. Limit for return Sept.-5- .

Toledo,

O--

.

and Return $57.25

Account National Encampment G. A. R., Aug. 31 to Sept. 5
Selling dates Aug. 27, 28, 29 and 30. Tickets
to
leave Toledo not later than Sept. 15, returning
d

M. D. Burns, Agent,

0.

Meyers,

L.

G.

P. A.

.

ROSWELL, N. M.

AMARILLO, TEXAS.

TRY CIS

We'll Do The Rest

-

OUR GRADES ARE THE BEST

,

AND OUR

Prices Consistent With the Quality ot

All Our

Goods

Kemp Lumber Co.

Ullery Furniture Co.

Phone 35

Undertaker and Embalmers

sale at such price is as absurd and objects to production on a scale suffsocialistic a plank as was ever in- iciently large to enable the producer
and take advanserted in a Democratic political plat- to utilize
tage of all the economies that large
form."
Telephone No.
Ambulance Service.
And yet this sentence is found in production makes possible. It is just
the same paragraph with the sent- here that the trust magnates attempt
ence above quoted in which he de- to confuse the public mind, and Mr.
clares that it is even now a violation Taft las unconsciously adopted their
law for a language.
of the Sherman
Let the issue be made plain; let
corporation to attempt to destroy a
competitor by selling at a low and un- the distinction be accurately drawn;
parwhen you urge fines you are told that the United States and prosecute a profitable price where it has compe- let the respective positions of theDemofully understood. The
fines are unjust to Innocent stockhol- great corporation; so difficult is it, tition, and at an exorbitant price ties beparty
does not oppose all corwhere it has no competition. In what cratic
ders. We favor both fine and impris- that althought the Sherman anti-truonment, but we think it better to pre- law has been In force for eighteen respect is our plan more socialistic porations; on the contrary, it recogvent monopolies than to first author- years, no trust magnate has been sent than the plan which Mr. Taft en- nizes that the corporation can renize them to prey upon the public and to the penitentiary for violating the dorses? Merely in the fact that ours der an important service to the pubDemocratic party wants to
then try to punish them for doing so. law, although in a few cases the court can be enforced. According to Mr. lic. The every
instrumentality that
Mr. Taft favors control of trusts In- has found corporations guilty of a Taft's logic, a plan is not socialistic employ
be employed for the advancement
stead of extermination, hut after yea' s violation of the law. In the enforce- which is not effective, but the same can
of experience the people have learn- ment of a penalty, the government would be socialistic if made effective. of the common good; but the Demoparty draws the line at the pried that the trusts control the govern' must seek the defendant; "by the use Why should a corporation supplying cratic
system, the corporation twenty millions of jjeople for a cor- vate monopoly, and declares that a
ment.
of
per private monopoly can not be justified
poration controlling twenty-fiv- e
Our platform does not. stop with is compelled to seek the government. cent
on either
economic or political
of the total product supplies
A trust can best be defined as a
the enforcement of the law; It dem
grounds.
J
or more, of our population
ands the enactment of such addition corporation which controls so large
From an (economic standpoint,, a
al legislation as may be necessary to a proportion of the total quantity of should such a corporation be permitsell at one price in one part of monopoly is objectionable. The mommake it impossible for a private mon- any article used in this country as ted to
in ent a corporation secures a practical
opoly to exist in the United States. to be able to regulate the price- and the country and at another price cormonopoly in the production 01 sale
another part? What reason can a
The democratic party does not con- terms of sale, and as the proportion
have for such discrimination? of any article, certain evil3 appear
tent itself with a definition of the controlled determines the power or poration
wrong or with a denunciation of it. the trust' for harm, it has seemed Prices are not made as a matter of which outweigh any good than can
as favor; when a big corporation sells come from large production or conIt proceeds to outline remedies. The best to use proportionate control
the people of one section at one trol. Wherever private monopolies exfirst is a law preventing a duplication the basis of this plan, and twenty-fiv- to
per cent has been fixed arbitra- price and the people of another sec- ist, certain irresistible tendancies
of. directors among competing corpor
cost of manifest themselves. First, it raises
ations. No one can object to this rem rily as the proportion at which the tion, at another price the into
con- prices this is the first thing thought
edy unless he is In sympathy with the line should be drawn. A corporation transportation being ataken
reason for it, of for the increasing of profits. Then,
sideration there is
trusts. There is no easier way of stif- which controls less than twenty-fiv- e
and in almost every case the reason, in proportion as it becomes the only
ling competition, than, to make one per cent of the product in which it is
to be found in the effort to destroy purchaser of the raw material, it reboard of directorsr serve for a number deals, may, in extraordinary cases. a competitor.
One of the most famil- duces the price of the raw material,
of competing corporations. It is not exert a perceptible influence In con
of the trust is to under and the producer of that raw material
necessary for corporations to enter trolling me price 01 me proauci ana iar methods
sell a small competitor in the small having no other market, must accept
Into an agreement for the restraint the terms of sale, but as a rule a cor- competitor's
territory
the price be- the price offered. In this way, too,
poration
more
must
control
than
tiiat
corporations
can,
of trade if the
with
ing
elsewhere
maintained
until ithe the profits of the corporation are inpercentage
beproduct
of.
the
total
out violating the iaw, reach the same
Third, a reduction in the
small competitor is driven to bank- creased.
end by electing the same directors. fore it can exert a hurtful influence ruptcy
and then the price is raised. quality of the product affords an optrade. Under this plan, the small
The second remedy is one upon on
profits.
for increasing
are left entirely free That has been done over and over portunity
which I desire to dwell at some corporations
and unhampered. This is not a dis- again. It is open and notorious and Fourth, reduction in wages follows
length.
It to .be a simple crimination
conditions will permit.
the larger corpo- yet, with the Republican party in wherever
complete, and easily enforced reme ration, but aagainst
Competition protects the purchas
recognition of the fact complete power at Washington, what
dy. As stated in the platform. It is
that rules are necessary in the case effort has been made to prevent this er, for when a number of independent
"A license system which will, with of
corporations
controlling a large This remedy, although vehemently producers stand ready to supply him
out abridging the. right of each state percentage
the
which are denounced by Mr. Taft, will appea with what he needs, he can choose
of
to create corporations, or its right to not necessary in product
man as not only very between them and buy from the one
case
the
of
smaller to the average very
regulate as it will foreign corporat- corporations. Probably not one
necessary.
who offers the best product at the
salutary, but
per
ions doing business within its limits, cent of the- corporations engaged in
lowest price. He is also protected in
per
Fifty
as
i3
cent
fixed
maxi
the
make. it. necessary for a manufactur- interstate commerce would be re- mum limit. When a corporation con quality because those who compete
ing or trading corporation engaged in quired to take out a license
under trols fifty per cent or the total pro for the opportunity to sell to him
interstate commerce to take out a
plan possibly not
f
of duct, it supplies forty millions of peo- must show either advantage in price
federal license before it shall be per- this
one per cent and yet what a pro- ple with that product. Is that not or advantage in quality. Competition
mitted, to control as much as twenty-fiv- tection
per enough? Mr. Taft's objection to this protects the man who produces raw
the remaining ninety-nin- e
per cent of the product in which cent would
in
find
requiring
limitation can hardly be character material, for when there are a numthe
law
to
prohibit
deals,
license
it
the
the
ber of bidders for that which is belicense in the case of the larger lzed as statesmanlike. He says:
public from watered stock and to pro aones.
ing sold, he can accept the highest
forty-fivcorporation
controlling
"A
hibit the control by Buch corporations
offered. Competition also helps
The license, however, would not
or fifty per cent of the product price
of more than fifty per cent of the tot- prevent
the
for his skill is the
corpora
growth
may
by
the
methods,
well
known
of
the
fre
al amount of any product consumed
product
finished
which
he offers upon
stamp
licensed.
quently
a
tions
simply
bring
monopoly
would
effect
It
and
in the United States."
market,
the
a number of
where
and
eye
gov
country
competition
a
out
part
a
them
of
of
in
under the
the federal
It will be noticed, in the first place, ernment
independent
are
industries
compel
and
them to deal as completely as if it controlled sixty ing to secure the highest endeavorthat care was taken by those - who
skill, the
drew the platform to. provide that' with the public in such a way as to or seventy per cent thereof."
skilled laborer has the best assurance
afford the public the protection nee
Why, then, does he not propose
there should be. no abridgment of the essary.
obtaining a fair recompense; when
use 01 me restrictions sug lower limit? If the control of forty of
right of a state to create corporations
there is but one employer,
emor of Its right to regulate as It will gested is that such licensed corpora. nve per cent may constitute a mo ployee must take the price the
offered
foreign corporations
doing business tions be compelled to sell to all pur nopoly, why does he not suggest that because he will lose the advantage
within Its limits. This plan, therefore. chasers in all parts of the country as a maximum? It cannot be because of his experience if he must go out
does not In the least infringe upon on the same terms, after making due of any disinclination to amend his to find a different kind of
the right of the states to protect their allowance for cost of transportation. platform, for he has already made
own people. It simply provides for Mr. Taft attacks this restriction as patch-wor- k
quilt of the convention's
(Continued Tomorrow.)
impracticable." He says: "If platform by promiscuous
the exercise by congress of the- - pow "utterly
amendment
o
It
can
shown
be
In
to
order
that
And to what "well known" meth
er vested In it to regulate Interstate drive out competition,
Apples for Sale Cheap.
a
corporation
commerce. As long as a corporation
does he- refer? To the undersell
Extwi fine cooking and
sum
a large part of the plant pro- ods
ing of competitors
in one section mer apples at ONE CENTeatine
confines Itself to the state In which owning
a pound.
ducing
an
Is
selling
article
in one while the price is maintained else- 609 N. Main.
it is created, congress can not inteiv part of
52tf
fere with It; but when, the. corporation petltors, the country, where it has com where? And yet thi3 is the very thing
.
o
at a low and unprofitable which we propose to remedy, but he
engages in-con price,
Mrs. Charles Brown returned last
and Jn another part of the proceeds to denounce our remedy aa
gress Is the only power than can. reg
night
a six weeks' visit in Cincountry, where it has none, at an ex absurd and
socialistic.
The trouble cinnati,from
ulate Its Interstate business.
and was accompanied
In proposing the exercise of this orbitant price, this is evidence that with Secretary Taft is that he spends here by Ohio,
Misses Mary Riley and Alice
power, the democratic platform is it is attempting an unlawful monop so much time trying to discover ex Core, who
will visit Mrs. Brown Cor
not asserting a new doctrine. In Jan oly and justifies conviction under the cuses for Inaction in trust matters
short time.
law."
uary, 1896, a republican house of rep- anti-truthat he has none left for the consid
If such an act is now unlawful, whv eration of effective remedies. He
resentatives adopted a resolution call
Art Leather Good3, Souvenirs. Nov
ing upon Hon. Judson Harmon, then is he so frightened at a plan which spends more time uttering warnings elties,
Post Cards. Curios, at Inier.
attorney-genera- l
of the United States, gives to the small competitor this against remedies--- proposed than he soil's Annex.
now the democratic candidate for gov very protection? The trouble with does in pointing out the evils to be
ernor in Ohio, to report- - what steps, the present law is that It does not re- remedied or in suggesting remedies.
Sheriff L. a. Beckwith arrived last
if any bad been taken, to enforce the strain the evils at. which It is aimed. He says:
"The combination of capital in night from Rushville. Neb., and will
aw of the united states against The plan proposed in the Democratic
trusts, combinations and conspiracies platform brings the corporation under large plants to manufacture goods leave tomorrow morning for his
In restraint of trade and commerce, the - surveillance of the government with the greatest economy Is just as home with Ralph Nelman, the young
and what further legislation was, in when it has reached the danger point, necessary as. the assembling of the man who was arrested here last week
his opinion, needed to protect the peo- and thereafter subjects it to federal parts of a machine to the economical for killing a man in Nebraska. '
o
ple against the same. On the. 8th day scrutiny. The present law simply pro and more rapid manufacture of what
of February he submitted, a reply, a hibits it in an indefinite sort of way, in old times was made by hand."
Infant Dies of Summer Complaint.
And he adds that:
Willie .Holder, infant son of Mr.
which he described the steps which and then leaves the officers of the
"The government should not inter and Mrs. J. W. Holder, died at 12:30
were being taken to enforce the law, law to scour the country and hunt up
any
one
more
than the oth this morning at their- home near
and recommended the enactment of violations of the law's provisions. Mr. fere with
such aggregations of capi Spring river on North Richardson
further legislation. I call special .- at Taft is unduly alarmed at this pro er,- whenlegitimateposal, or else be entirely fails to com tal are
and are properly avenue after an illness of summer
tention to the following words r
"Congress may make it unlawful prehend: the details . of the plan. He controlled, for they are the natural complaint. The funeral will ' occur at
results of modern enterprise and are four o'clock this afternoon fmm tha
to shin from one state to another, in ! says
home of will Beaty, on
earrvinz out. or attempting to "carry, i "To supervise the business of corpo- - beneficial; to. the public'
Rica- No, one proposes to interfere with arason avenue, Bev. H. P.North
out; the designs of such (tetate) organ-'- rations in such a way as to fix the
Vermmtnn
commodities- and compel the production on a large scale. No one officiating.
isattonay mi tides - produced, owned, or" prtee-o-

The primary election does away
with bossism, and enableB the people
control the nomination of all canGhaves Go. Democratic Ticket to
didates. The Pecos Valley counties
already have a primary election sysOowaty Owmlii loner Xat DIs. tem for the. nomination of county candidates, and the success of the methN. J. FRITZ
od In practice leads the Democrats
Oeoaty Oam'r. Second District
to work for the extension of such a
system to the entire territory.
W. M. ATKINSON.
Judge..
Tor Probate
BRYAN ISSUES AN APJ. T. WANS. ,
PEAL FOR CONTRIBUTION.
For Clerk of Probata Court,
for contribuThe following-appea- l
T. P. GAYLB.
tions has been issued by Mr. Bryan:
For Const? Sheriff,
from citizens of the Republic who
CL L. BALLARD.
favor these Democratic propositions :
For County Assessor,
"Tariff revision by representatives
OUT H. HERBERT.
of the consumers, of the product and
Treasurer aad
not by the agents of those who make
Collector,
exorbitant profits by manubacture an"
JAMES SUTHERLAND.
sale of highly protected products.
Superintendent of Schools, .
"Election of United States senators
HILL.
CC
by popular vote, thus breaking up the
County Surreyer,
senatorial oligarchy headed by StandT. B. KBNNBY.
ard Oil, which is strong enough to sue
cessfully , resist . all measures offered
Harmony prevails In the- Democratpeople's welfare.
ic party of Chaves county, and the in behalf of the
"Guarantee of all national bank depeople, not the politicians, are In the
posits, thereby preventing all money
lead.
panics by giving all people absolute
The
of. Walter Pay lor confidence la all banks.
as secretary of the county Democrat"Destruction of private monopoly
ic committee is a well deserved triband the enforcement of law against
ute to his effieciency.
truBts by the people who are oppress"Shall the People Ruler Is the slo- ed by the truBts and not by the agents
gan of' the national campaign this of tha trusts.
year-n- d'
the Democrats of Chaves
"Publicity- - of: campaign.; contribu"They Shall.
tions before election day so that the
Local option la the true Democratic people may know who Is. paying the
doctrine-othe liquor question. Dem expenses of candidates,, and why
ocracy believes in majority rule and
In each community governing its own "Adoption ot an income tax because
local air airs.
it is just and under it wealth may
any
Larrazolo win not lose
Demo bear its proportionate share of, the
cratlc Totes in the Pecos Valley, and burdens of the federal government
he will gain a number of Republican
"The punishment of men who saanl
votes on account of the nomination pulate railroad stocks- and ownership
of "Bull" Andrews.
the encouragement of railroad con
upon business-lik- e
. basis;
All the Democratic county- candi struetion
railroadand
- operation, with fair rs
dates were nominated by majority
vote of the Democratic party, and turns In wages and profits to workers
they will receive the entire Demo and owners on honest valuation and
cratic vote- on election day.
not on
watered
honest labor
stocks and false bond, issues created
When we read ot heavy frost and
by exploitation."
freezing temperature in Iowa at this purely appeal
The
closes with a copy of the
year,
enough
rec
to
time of the
it is
oncile one to even a few more days resolution adopted by the Democrat
of hot' weather in the Pecos Valley. ic national committee on the occaa
ion of Its visit to. Fairview July 14
The fact that McBee, of Roosevelt, declaring - for publicity of contrl but
Is a county division man. may open tons before election, limiting Individ
the eyes of Eddy county to the wisdom of Joining. Chaves, county in. tha ual contributions . to, $10,000 and prov
nomination, of. Smith Lea for Terri iding for the, publication of contribut
ions, above- - $100.
torial ixjuncuman,
-

controlled by , them or any of their
members or agents."
His recommendation embodies the
very idea which our plan now proposes to carry out. We want to make it
unlawful for a corporation to use the
instrumentalities of Interstate- commerce for the carrying out of a monopolistic purpose. Surely no party can
consistently claim to be opposed to
private monopolies which .will permit
the interstate railroads to be used to
carry out the designs .of a .monopoly,
or which will permit the interstate
telegraph lines to be used to increase
the power of a private monopoly; or,
to make the case stronger, no party
can consistently claim to he opposed
to the trusts which will allow the
mails of the United States to be used by the trusts as an agency for the
extermination of competition. Congress has already exercised this power
to exterminate lotteries. Why not exercise it to make private monoyolies
impossible?
If It Is conceded that congress has
the power to prevent the shipment ot
goods from one state to another when
such shipment is a part of a conspiracy against trade and commerce then
the only question is as to the means
to be employed to prevent such shipment. The licqpse system presents an
easy way of regulating such corporations as need federal regulation. The
law can prohibit the doing of a thing
and impose a penalty for the violation of the law, but experience has
shown that it is very difficult to gather, up evidence- - from all sections of
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Ing for Texico and AmarlHo to take
testimony In the suit of the people
of Texico against the railroad com
pany. Mrs. Bateman,.. went tflL Clovia
to visit Mrs. E. B. . Leepy while Mr.
Bateman is away.
.
o
Will D. Sweet, manager of the Ros
Lucius Dills went to Elkins today. well Gas and Ice Company, left this
o
morning on a business trip to towns
W. H. Rhodes went to PortaleB this up the road.
morning.
o
Mrs. James Williamson:. Miss Aline
Mrs. Ida Allison returned this mor Williamson and Miss Sudle Davlsson
came up from Hagerman this morn
Its recipients. Such stationery can
ning from Artesia.,
. Abstracts.
Grain, Fuel & Hide Dealers.
ing to spend the day shopping,
o
be secured. In Roswell at reasonaCHAVES
o
CO.
COUNTY
ABSTRACT
Room and board, with, home prlvi
WOOL & HIDE CO. Let
prices at the Record Job Print
We are renewing our listings for
F. P. Gayle, manager,. Reliable aari ROSWELL
52 12'
leges at 507 N. Mo. eve.
as furnish you witb your Grain, Coal ble
prompt.
the fall trade. See our listing blank
26
o
wood, we buy hides, phone 30 ing Office, 402 N. Main St. Give
and
us a trial.
G. T. McQuillon left this morning on. another page of this paper. Cut ROSWELL TITLE & TRUST CO.
it out. All It and mail us. We will do
on a business trio to Portales.
ABSTRACTS,
estate
loans.
real
aad
Coal,
ROSWELL TRADING CO.
the rest. Title & Trust Co.
o
Hay, and Grain. Always the beat.
W. C. Winston left this morning
Transfer.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. VanVelzer and
on a business trip to Shreveport, La.
East Second St Phone 128.
Architects.
Sheldon Faulkner, of Mason City,
YALLEY TRANSFER. All kinds S
o
J. M. NELSON ft CO., Architects.
Matthew - O'Brien,- - who is ill at St. 111., and Miss Sue Reddiok, of Cham
work, except
transfer
moving
Mary's hospital. is reported to be im paign, III., who had been visiting here Oklahoma Blk.
Hardware Stores.
Roswell. N. M.
and at Dexter for a month, left this
houses. Telephones, 409 Cattle Ex
proving.
ROSWELL HARDWARE CO. Wnole
morning, for their homes.
sale and retail hardware, pipe; change, aad 4B5 residence. C J.
BOOTBLACK
Miss Vallye Higgins left this morn'
pumps, gaaolln - engines fencing, Tally.
182
Phone
livery
rigs
for
Mon
old
ing for Hereford to work for the rail
lmo.
ey, stand.- Mountain trips a specialty. BOOT BLACK: Expert on shoes of Enterprise Hardware Co.
road company as telegrapher. Carry a
doubles the wear of a good suit
all. leathers. I polish tan shoes and ' complete , stock of builders . hard
25t27
Let us tailor you a pair of. the We want to list- your property. We
Real Estate.
do not stain them. Guaranteed.-Henry,- ,
ware, carpenter tools, stoves, rang
sell it. Fill out one of our lists
latest, stjle to help out that coat can
at Jewett's Billiard Hall.
J. D. Whelan came no from Artesia
es and kitchen utensils at Hve and 'A" Is for ABSTRACTS.-Roswe- U
and try us. Title & Trust Co.
this morning on business. He is work
and vest. Bring the coat and
let live prices. 322 N. Malm.
Title and Trust Company, - 303 N.
H. C. Babb left this morning for ing hard to make a success of both
vest Lere, too.
Butcher Shops.'
INDEPENDENT ' HARDWARE CO.
Main, 'Phone 91
his home in Fort Worth, after a visit the alfalfa festival, and the meeting
of the Pecos valley Press Associa
with his sister, Mrs. J. D. Bell.
Wholesale and retail everytnlngin
U. S. MEAT MARKET. Keeps noth
tion at Artesia next month.
e
Real
ing but tae best. Quality our hardware,
tinware, water supply GILMORE ft FLEMING:
motto.
We Do Gleaning and Pressing
Cheap Apple.
goods, buggies, wagons, Implements tate and
Stock. 31tf North
Oerreet toga! biaaxa. Record Odc
Jonathan Culls, 25 to 50c per box.
and plumbing.
Main.
Billiard-PoRoswell Seed Co.
Halls.
tf NOTICE, OLD SETTLERS
A choice selection of both cltv and
REUNION AND BARBECUE.
as well as fine tailoring. With
present and Bowling,. Box Ball, Billiards, Pool:
You are invited
Hotels.
Todd, who was operated on
farm property at good figures to
the new trousers, and perfectly forWalter
part
in the SECOND REUNION
Entire- equipment
regulation Pii
appendicitis at St. Mary's .hospi take
First class buyer. Also money to loan. Miss
BARBECUE of the Old Settlers
bowling and box Iball room fori FHE NEW GILKESON:
rate
cleaned coat and vest you'll tal recently. Is getting along nicely. AND
dining room service. Meals 60c. Spe
Society of the Pecos Valley at the
ladies. Geo. B. Jewett, Prop.
Nell R. Moore.
have practically a new suit plenMrs. M. J. Odenu of Stanton, Tex., Slaughter Ranch, Sept. 5, 1908.
cdal rates for meal tickets. Free
society includes . as members
ty good enough to wear any-whe- arrived this morning for a month's The
sample rooms. Rooms with private A. C. WILSON:
Real estate, farms.
visit with her sister, Mrs. A. J. Bal all persons who have resided la New
Contracting & Engineering
except the most particular lard.
bath. One block west of Postofflce ranches, city property. Office 303
Mexico since January 1, 1888, or long
er, and now resident of Chaves and RIRIE & MUSSENDEN.
.
occasions. ,
o
117 W. 2d ROSWELL HOTEL: The meal hours N. Maim St Address Box 202 Ros'A. D. CowelL. the engineer,
left Eddy counties, and their families.
St., phone. 464. Land surveying and at the Roswell Hotel are: Break
,
well, N. M.
to
invitation
will
cards
be mai'ed
this morning for Mineral Wells, Tex.,
mapping,
foundations, fast, 5:30 to. 8; Dinner, 11:30 to 1,
concrete
where he will spend a few weeks for invited guests only..
THOS. D. WHITE, President.
sidewalks, earth-wor- k
his health.
and general and supper 5 to 7:30. Old time
Ready-to-weE. A. OAHOON, Secretary.
Apparel.
o
chicken pie twice a week.
contracting.
Pecos Valley papers, please copy.
Cheap Apples.
THE
MORRISON BROS. STORE.
Jonathan Culls, 25 to 50c per box.
The Tailor.
Outfitters in ready to wear apparel
Department Stores.
Jewelry Stores.
Roswell Seed Co.
tf
for men, women and children. Mil222 N. Main st.
JAFFA, PRAGER ft CO. Dry goods, HARRY MORRISON.
The leading linery s specialty, j
W. Bowers and wife left Tuesr
Watches,
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
and exclusive jeweler.
ciotoing, groceries aad ranch sup
Wigwam dayJ. morning
Rear of
Specialist.- Glassas Accurately
for their borne In For- diamonds, Jewelry, rich cut glass
plies.
Office--- est'burg, Tex., after spending a week
fitted
and hand painted China, Sterling; MAKIN will pay what your goods are
JOYCE-PRUIGoods,
Dry
CO.
plated silverware.
their nephew, J. S. Bowers, manworth. Try him. Phone 227, 109
and
Bid.
Ramona
Miss Evie Shearman left this morn- with
Clothing, Groceries, etc. The larg
ager of the Blackwater ranch, thirMain street.
ing for Murfreesboro, Tenn., where teen
L. B.
Roe
BOELLNER.
well's
best
supply,
In
est
Southwest.
house
the
miles west of Roswell.
she will attend school.
jeweler. A full line cut glass, hand
Wholesale and Retail.
o
HILLS & DUNN. We pay more for
painted . China, diamonds, etc.
U. S. Bateman and W. C Reid, as
second-hangoods.
Byes tested tree at L. B. Boellner! attorneys, and A. L. Hull, Jr., as stenL.
Drug Stores.
the Jeweler aad Optician.
Roswell
Hotel.
69.
at
Meal
ographer and referee, left this morn- Hours
Phone
the
No. 100 N. Main
Christian. Science Practitioner
8 o'clock.
ROSWELL DRUG & JEWELRY CO. Breakfast 5:30 toone.
to
11:30
Dinner
403 West Seventh.
Phone 240.
Oldest drug store In- - RoswelL All
Supper, 5:30 to 7:30.
Sanatorium
things
Roswell, New Mexico.
Old time Chicken Pie
Twice a Week.
ROSWELL TENT CITY AND SANA
After you have tried us one day, TORIUM, Incorporated.
Dr. C. L.
Dye Works.
and you are not satisfied, it will Parsons, Manager.
K. C. DYE WORKS. Alterations and,110! cost you one cent.
J
repairs.- Cleaning and pressing.
Tailors.
Lumber Yards.
H. AngelL 'phone, 517. 123 W. 2d.
A. MUELLER:
F.
Merchant tailor.
PECOS VALLEY LUMBER CO.
guaranted.
All
Also does clean
work
ce
shingles,
lime,
doors,
Lumber,
FOR SALE.
Furniture Mores.
Fill Out
Following and Mail to Us
Ing and pressing. In rear of The
ment, paints, varnish and glass.
FOR SALE. Thorough-breScotob DILLEY
CO.
FURNITURE
The ROSWELL LUMBER CO.
Oldest Wigwam Cigar Store.
Collie pups,. For Information write
swellest line of furniture In Ros lumber yard in Roswell. See us for
Mrs. Sam. . J. Potts, Carrizoz, N. M.
kinds of building materials and
welL Hign qualities and low pricec all
Undertakers.
paint.
FOR SALE:
One solid oak wall
CO.
us
See
for
LUMBER
190
KEMP
Roswell, N. M.,..
show-caspri
DILLEY & SON. Undertakers,
13 ft. long, 7 ft. high and
Grocery Stores.
Standard Apple Boxes.
vate ambulance, prompt service.
2 ft. deep,
glass front and four
OTjLERY FURNITURE CO.
CO. Tins
Under
GROCERY
large drawers, suitable for milli- WESTERN
Roswell Title & Truest Co.
75 or No. 111.
takers. "Phone
leading grocery store, nothing but
any kind of merchandise.
nery
or
Commercial Printing
Roswell, New Mexico.
the bent.
Inquire of F. D. Welch, at the RosWhile good clothes do 3
well Auto Shop.
GROCERY CO. PRINTING:
WAT
Sirs:
not make the man, yet it must bej
People wno read the Daily
See us for the moat complete line conceded they have great influence
Grocery stock and, fix
FOR SALE:
and sell for me the
Please place on your Sales-liRecord subscribe' and pay for
tures; also horse-- ; and buggy. Barof staple and fancy, groceries and in forming opinion regarding Mm J
It, and have money to buy the
gain .if. taken-- , at. once. Inquire at
following property, within the County of
goods advertised In the paper.
freeV fruits and vegetables in the So is it with printing, Neat, tasty1
49t4
Record office. .
stationery has a good effect upon
cttjL
.
New Mexico, and to which I have the right and title, to- FOR SALE:
A retail srocery store
wagon- yard,, long time- lease
and
land, and being
acres of.
wit:
and good patronage. Apply to Guy
of Melrose, but a good part of Roose- CAPT. HAINES ON VERGE
CONVENTION
151t7 COUNCILMANIC
Herbert,
.Trustee.
thedelegation is opposed to the
-.
TODAY.
and
Section
of
velt's
PORTALES
AT
OF NERVOUS COLLAPSE.
the
The greater portion of the Chaves nomination of McBee. The attitude ot New York, Aug. 24.
Capt. Peter
, S. R.
in Township...
of Section
and Eddy county delegations to the Lincoln, county it not known. These C. Haines and his brother, T. Jenkins
FOR RENT.
Democratic nominating convention of four counties make up the district. Haines, were taken to the magisNineteenth Councilmanic district,
East. Improvements are:
FOR RENT:
Two light housekeep the
to be held at Portales today, left this The nomination of councilman is an trate's court at Long Island City toing or bed rooms, 618 N. Main. 51t3 morning
for Portales, In the party important matter, as Mr. McBee is day, the former charged with killing
were C. L .Ballard, A. J. Welter, Jno. understood to be a county division William E. Annis at the Baside
FOR RENT: . Large, pleasant rooms T.
MeClure and John W. Poe, of Ros- advocate, and for mat reason Chaves Yacht Club, and the latter with befumbled or unfurnished, with or
J. H. Dills, of Acme; James
without board, 40 W. 17 st. 52t3 well;
considers Mr. Lea's nomina- ing accessory to the act. By agreeWilliamson and B. H. Wixom, of Ha- countyabsolutely
necessary."
tion
R.
C.
ment with the district attorney, the
german
Armstrong,
room
;
RENT:
FOR
furnish
Three
W.
John
of...
Property in the
W. M. Atkinson and C. L. Ballard arraingment was postponed until next
ed, house. Inquire. 203 Washington. Brice and Cicero Stewart, of Carlsworking
62t2
bad, and possibly others who were were in Portales yesterday Mr. Mc- Friday. Captain Haines appeared to
in Block as nhown upon the
and being Lot No
for Mr. Lea's nomination.
overlooked. ' Chaves county's fourteen Bee,
of Melrose, passed through Ros- be on the verge of nervous collapse.
go Instructed for J. .Smith Lea
votes
well this morning on his way to the
.......iPlat thereof. Improvements are
WANTED
for Councilman. Eddy's delegates are convention.
He had been at Carlsbad
Alfalfa pasture, 900 acres
WANTED:
Horse for his keep. Call unlnstructed- - Roosevelt county's dele- working in the interest of his own stacks to run to. Oasis Ranch. with
tf
McBee,
D.
W
nomination.
gation
for
is Instructed
at 513. North Lea. or. 'phone 149:
wait-Woman cook and
WANTED:
ress at 116 N. Rich. ave.
36tf
The same to be sold for the sum of,
WANTED. Situation by experienced
D ollars cash. In the event you connot. secure this sum in
Can give good refer-- .
Inquire,
ences.
tf.
Record Office.
same price,
instant cash, you are authorized to- sell
,
Aphorse-driving?
WANTED. Good
in cash aad balance payable in
payable
ply at Oriental Barber- - Shop 51 13.
interest
equal annual installments.-bearinGirl to do general
WANTED:
house work. Call mornings between
per cent per annum, and secured by good mort9 and 12. Apply Mrs.- J.- J. Jaffa,
gage on same property.. This contract to. remain in force
100 South Kentucky.
151t3
disease, for
I
shall
WANTEDr-r-- pmonths irom date and thereafter until
Rooms furnished for
lor
light house keeping, gas range pre- . ferred. Apply Mrs. E.- - Douglas Gorgive you notiee withdrawing eam from the market.
don, 607 N. Ky.
50t3
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Address:

FOUND
FOUND On. road to Diamonds . A
'
ranch, a telescope. Owner may have
same by
at. home of James
Sutherland and paying 25c for this
notice.
tL
,

v
-

'
LOST;;-

LOST.
-

Open, faced- gold .watca( 16
office for re--

size. Return to this
ward.
.

lo)fol nil

m

to
TheroIs no need of anyone suffering long with this
necessary
to
few
doses
of
a
take
only
effect a quick cure it is

Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy

in. most cases one dose is sufficient It never fails and can be
,
in. . the most severe and dangerous cases. It is equally
valuable fbr children and is the means of saving the ? lives of many
cjbildrerju each yeaTi In the world's history no medicine has ever met
with greater, success. - Prico 26 cents. Large size 50 cents.
1xl feet;

relied-upon-

.

ft

Jill

Y
DA
Tuespay,

25 dozen skirts made of Nainsook Cambric and Muslin trim-

S

50 dozen gowns made of long cloth and

Cambric, high and low neck, extra
long, original price from $1.00 to $3.00,
a snap at Half Price

Wednesday
and Thursday

med with Laces, Embroidery
and tucked. Extra special at
Half Price.

Mir IP

ONL Y

Our buyer while in the eastern markets was fortunate in securing a big lot
of Muslin Underwear at an unusual underprice. To give our customers the benefit of this purchase we place
on sale for three days our entire stock of Muslin Underwear consisting of Gowns, Skirts, Corset Covers, and
Drawers at Half Price. This is a rare treat to get seasonable merchandise at far below first cost. Don't
miss your chance. Note that the sale will be for three days only.

PCMJDT
3C
large and well pleased audience. This
Is without question the best this
clever company has put on yet. Miss
Maud Hollingsworth was seen to a
LOCAL NEWS
great advantage In the 'strong leading
parts of "Margaret Knolton." Miss
Myrtle Hollingsworth as "Polly," the
little country girl, was superb. M. A.
- R. H. McCune returned this afterBrewer, as "Reuben Warner," was at
noon from a business trip south.
as
his best and Earl Lighthawk,
"Ralph Standish," was as usual, right
Airs. A. R Teeple. of Hagerman, at home. The comedy was In the hands
"was here this afternoon shopping.
of Alice Ardella, L. Taylor, Everman
and Charles Couch. Miss Ellen M.
Mrs. B. H. 'Wixom and daughter, Andrews in the dual role of "Nell"
and "Mrs. Knolton," was all that
of Hagerman. were here shopping
could be asked.
"bill

f

Frances and Master Henry
Transfers of Real Estate.
Charless returned this morning from'
"W. Underwood to Mary Payne,
J.
HaN.
Y.
Brown, at
a visit with Mrs.
a lot near the corner of Ungerman, Mrs. Brown coming up with for $800, Delaware
streets, Roswell.
ion
and
them to spend the day.
M. O. Mills and wife to E. W.
for $100, lot 12, block 12, and lot
At The Majestic.
1, block 4, Mills addition to Dexter.
Wm. ' E.
John Fenson and wife-tThe Hollingsworth Twins Stock
Company, in that great labor bill Fenson, for $2,000, twenty acres in
and twenty shares, in the Rio
"The .Lost Paradise," last night was
a scream from the rise of the curtain Hondo Reservoir "Water Users'
until its fall on the last act, with a
M13S

Eil-an-

o

.

d,

FAILURE OF NEW YORK
BROKERAGE FIRM.
Uew York, Aug. 25. One of the
largest brokerage houses of this city
announced
its suspension on the
stock exchange today. The transactions of the firm in the remarkable
flurry of last Saturday have been under investigation by the authorities
of the stock exchange, and today it
was announced that transactions had
been made for the firm's account under the rule which provides that
where a firm Is unable to deliver the
stock sold any broker purchasing
may buy in the stock at the expense
of the firm failing to deliver. W. D.
Noel has been named assignee for
A. O. Brown & Cx No statement of
assets and liabilities is available as
yet, but it is presumed that the failure was very large, as the firm is
supposed to have a heavy interest
in the market. A representative of
the firm stated that its affairs are
badly tangled and that it was felt nec
essary to,.suspend In order to straight
en them out. The effect of the sus
pension npon the stock market was
as anticipated by those
not so
who knew;, how large an amount of
stocks Brown & Co. owed other firms.
At the height of the boom market
several years ago A. O- - Brown & Co.
business, said to
did an enormous
have been the largest of any other
brokerage firm. At one time there
were five branches in this city and
many others throughout the country,
but after the panic last fall many of
the out of town branches closed.
P. F. Buchanan, a member of the
suspended firm of Brown & Co, today
denied that the heavy operations on
the exchange Saturday were for the
account of Thos. w. Lawson of Bos
ton.
Little Effect In Chicago.
Chicago, Aug. 25. At 1:45 this afternoon, a half hour before the close
of the board of trade, notice was posted to close all trades with A. O
Brown & Co., whose failure was an
nounced from New York. The effect
of the notice was not apparent in the
trend of prices.
...

TBWEATRIE
M1AJESTDC
GLEASON, Mgr.
LEW

TONIGHT!!
The Hollingsworth Twins Stock Company

In that great Labor Bill

"Lost Paradise"
Specialties Between the Acts.

Price

ORPHEUM REOPENS TO
A MONSTER AUDIENCE
After remaining closed about two
weeks, the Orpheum tent theatre re
opened last night before one of the
largest crowds that was ever held be
tween Its walls. Since the close, the
management has been occupied in
selecting and collecting a large com
pany of artists, and the good judg
ment of the managers was shown by
every member of the troupe.
The play put on was one of the fav
orites of the American stage of to
day, "The Mansion of Aching Hearts'
a story fashioned after many of the
popular novels of today and the newcompany showed its
ly organized
strength in a capable interpretation
of this difficult drama. Every character wa3 well portrayed and the audience was delighted. Some good specialties were rendered. The same play
will be put on tonight and tomorrow
night.

JO, 20 and 30 Cents

Reserved Seats on Sale

at

Pecos Valley Drug Company.

The Coupon System
It was not exactly our policy to adopt the cash system in

our meat department, however, as we have, we are enabled to oSer you an inducement to buy your meat from

us. We are installing one of the most complete and
systems of coupons ever placed upon the market.
"With this syscem we save you the trouble of hunting your
pocket book everytime the delivery man comes. It "will
save time for you and time for us and time means money
in this busy age. Our meats are always fresh and of the
best quality. Our skilled market man prepares the famous Liawndale sausage, German' sausage, Bologna, p repaired chili, and barbecued meat of all kinds. Poultry
in any style a specialty. Your meat problem will be no
problem if you tell us your wants.
Come to our store or call us up and we will gladly explain this system. We guarantee satisfaction. Books
cashable any time. It means money to you to do so.
.
We wantour trade. Phone 225,
up-to-da-

te

AMERICAN AMBASSADOR
RUN DOWN BY BICYCLE.
Mexico City, Aug. 25. David E.

Thompson, American ambassador to
Mexico, was run down by a bicyclist
in the center of tae city today and
suffered a fractured arm and contuexaminasions of the face. An
tion was made to ascertain if he suffered any other injuries. His condition is not considered serious,
X-ra- y

o

Stage Robbery In Wyoming.
Helena, Mont, Aug. 25. A special
from Cody, Wyo., states that the
stage running between that place
and Metots, Wyo, was held up and
robbed' and the passengers mulcted
to the extent of $1,500 today. Because
of the distance separating the places
this robbery Is not believed to have
been committed by the highwaymen
who yesterday held up the stage in
Yellowstone Park.

4

o

The T. C. Moat Market
b

Horse. - '
Kicked by
Milo Pierce, son of M. I. Pierce,
was kicked by a horse at the Haynesf
A Bonner Ice. plant fwiyvAiHTnT
ud U uurt' Ultf to la bed.'Wiln oth-- 1

ers, he was trying to catch the horse, FRANK ROSE IS NAMED
which was loose in an enclosure. As
the fiorse approached him he shouted and tried to stop the animal, but
instead of stopping, the horse whirled and kicked him. Milo turned and
dodged to avoid being struck in the
stomach and the heels struck his left
side and back near the spine. The
shock injured the stomach and bowels, making him very sick. His physician believes he will recover without more serious trouble.

To Irrigate Through Tiling.
M. M. Brunk, of Dexter, was isgre
today and let the contract to the
Hondo Stone Manufacturing Company
for the construction of 1,000 feet of
cement tiling, to be used in the irrigation of an eighty acre orchard nea"
Greenfield. The tiling will conduct the
water without loss to the tree roots,
where openings wiH provide for its
escape at the right place. The contract also Includes "the construction
of a large ' cement tank- from which
the flow will be taken.-

AGENT AT CARLSBAD.
Frank Rose, for several years connected with the New Mexico Eastern
railway at Roswftll, has been appointed agent for the company at Carlsbad and left last night with his wife
for that place to make their home,
their household goods having been
shipped yesterday. Mr. Rose started
at the bottom in the railroad service
and by steady work and capability
has gradually rissen to an agency,
and a good one. The pretty Rose cottage at the corner of Fifth street
and Missouri avenue has been leased to Mr. and Mrs. George Williams,
who will move in this week.
0rrect legal Dlula. Recced Office

i

!

Dr. Rathbun to Build Office.
Dr. C. M. Rathbun, who has made
Roswell his Tiome the greater part
of the time for nearly two years, has
decidod to remain, and will open a
dental office as soon as arrangements
can h"? made. To this end he let a
contract today to George Ady, who

through the Roswell Granitoid Manu- facturin5 and Construction Co., will
build for his a four room office building on 25 feet of the Presbyterian
church lots facing on West Third
street. The building will be a
stucco frame, in mission style
attractive though less expensive and
more easily moved than heavier mar
terial. Dr. Rathbun has a
lease, with privilege of extension on
the lot.
one-stor-

five-yea-

K

NINETEENTHS
DISTRICT CONVENTION.
By the authority tvested in ine as
chairman of the Democratic committee of the 19th Representative district
I hereby call the Democratic district
convention to convene at Hagerman,
Chaves county, Monday, September
7, 1908, at 1:00 p. m., for the purpose
of nominating one Democratic candidate for the 19th Representative district ?f the Territory of New Mexico
to represent said district in the 38th
Legislature of said Territory.
The counties of Eddy, Chaves,
Roosevelt and Lincoln will be allowed a representation to said convention based upon the vote polled In
the general election of 1906 for O. A.
Larrazolo for Delegate to Congress,
as follows,
One delegate 'for
each 100 votes or Traction thereof;
also one delegate for each voting precinct created by the county commissioners of the respective counties
since Bald election In 1906. This representation will be the same at said
convention unless the Central Committee fixes a different represents
tlon. Respectfully submitted.
R. D. BELL, Chairman,
FRED J. BECK. Secy.
Roswell, Aug. 5, J.9VO.
s&wtf
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THE TALK

That All Important Bath Room
You have often heard people remark "If I were
ever to build, I would plan
my bath room first and would not put
all my money into the parlor with all
Its finery." That is good common sense
sentiment, for the bath room is the most
important of all the household.

We would like to help you plan your
bath room and will gladly quote you
prices on
tadawf Ware, the best
nd most sanitary fixtures made.

Estimates Furnished

i

:

OF

THE TOWN
That Show at the

Orpheum Theatre
Ask your friends ask anyone
who was there last night.
Even ask the Orpheum's

TONIGHT

The Mansion of
Aching Hearts

-

Adults 25c
Children. 10c
felevated Reserved Chairs 35e
v Tv,i' tW.. gfn. Tinti
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